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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the issues faced when populating a set of questions that may be posed to mentors, in order to reliably create a large database of video-taped responses, which will be used to answer questions during on-line virtual conversations. The authors relate their experiences in indentifying and selecting the topics that often arise during mentoring. The goal is to create a Natural Language Processing (NLP)-enabled computer agent to respond to questions from mentees, focusing on issues like establishing command relationships and ameliorating early career stresses from family relocations. The paper describes the inception and the goals of the research, and then relates the early conception of the types of issues to be included. They report on preliminary evaluations of these results and analyze the perceived adequacy of the impacts. Then, the approach to obtaining a more inclusive range of data is detailed. One part of this approach was the creation of an on-line survey, intended to ethnographically characterize the target population’s concerns. The data from this ethnographic survey are presented as an example of how this approach was useful in creating the range of necessary issues to be addressed. With the anticipated exponential growth in both the sophistication and the utilization of Artificial Intelligence and Virtual Humans, this paper will focus on methods and techniques that may be useful in similar situations. The discussion closes with an evaluation of the utility of such approaches, uses to which they may be put, and emerging technologies that may dramatically impact future capabilities.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper focuses on the subject of topic selection for a large (>300) collection of question that might or should be asked of Naval service mentors. The paper opens with a brief outline of the genesis of the underlying project to create an on-line virtual conversational mentor to respond to junior officers (JO’s). The first major section then deals with the need for such an asset, some issues now plaguing the facilitation of mentors, and the ways in which an on-line virtual mentor may alleviate the impediments observed. The next section will lay out some early attempts to generate a list of potential questions and the increasingly focused methods of establishing the database of questions. An informal ethnographic survey was conducted and the results from and utility of the data derived therefrom will be presented. The penultimate major section deals with some of our analyses of the work and presents some conjectures about the meaning thereof. The final major section is a recitation of conclusion to which the authors are both willing and anxious to append their names. Many of the assertions presented herein are the observations and opinions of the authors that will not be further justified or formally cited. It is noted here that all of the authors are commissioned United States Naval officers, with a total of 111 years of service, including five individual tours as Commanding Officers of units in the warfare communities of Aviation, Surface Warfare, and Cryptology.

BACKGROUND

The preparation, advancement and retention of personnel to defend their country have been major goals throughout history. Part of that process has been the mentoring of junior officers (Pratt, 1950). Within the US Defense establishment, there have been myriad studies and no small number of programs designed to facilitate and enhance that process (Johnson et al., 2010). Despite that, there continue to be evidence that such programs are more honored in the beach than in the compliance (Carter, 2016). It has been the author’s observation that their wardroom mates more often complain about those programs than they praise them. To respond to some of these un-met needs, the Navy has authorized a project to present an on-line virtual mentor. This program utilizes an artificial intelligence (A/I) approach called Natural Language Processing (NLP) that can characterize a mentee’s question and match it with a pre-recorded mentor’s answer, cue it up on web interface and play it (Nye, 2017) within a 500 millisecond time frame, which is an acknowledged delay that is considered typical in face-to-face conversations. The topic to which this paper addresses itself is the questions that need to be in the storage location for mentor responses to adequately address these issues. It would be beneficial to establish the mentoring process and environments look back at history.

The use of NLP to deliver “conversational” mentoring has been more fully covered in previous publications by the ICT group (ICT, 2019). Vectorizing the text of both a transcript of the database clip entries and the questions posed by the mentors, the optimal match between them can be sought and cued up in less than 500 milliseconds, thereby
Mentoring In the Military Environment

In the Odyssey, Mentor was a friend of Odysseus. When Odysseus left for the Trojan War, he placed Mentor and his foster-brother Eumacus in charge of his son Telemacus and his house. Odysseus directed Mentor to ‘tell him all you know.’ Because of his relationship with Telemacus and the disguised Athena’s encouragement and practical plans for dealing with personal dilemmas, the name mentor has been adopted as a term meaning someone who imparts wisdom to and shares knowledge with a less experienced person (Homer & Fitzgerald, 1990).

The first recorded modern usage of the term is in a 1699 book entitled Les Aventures de Telemague by the French author Francois Fenelon. (de La Mothe, 1997) Today, the term mentor usually implies a relationship over a significant period of time. This relationship provides timely clarity, awareness of risks and rewards, choices (of action), alternatives, feedback, and assessment. The purpose is not to find the ‘right’ or ‘optimal’ answer but to create and list all relevant alternative courses of action.

In a military organization context, this paper differentiates mentoring from coaching, peer review, performance evaluation, and situations where junior personnel (in a hierarchical organization) provide knowledge or guidance to senior personnel. In an informal poll to be introduced below, many of the respondents did not adhere to this careful delineation, but referred to almost any professional advisory relationship as a mentor/mentee linkage. For this latter circumstance, examples include a division leading chief petty officer providing guidance to a newly reporting junior officer or a command’s senior enlisted advisor providing their perspective to the commanding general/flag officer. In addition, the authors are inclined to prefer to not include a mentor-mentee relationship where a direct or indirect senior-subordinate relationship exists because it inhibits the mentoring relationship, albeit observing that many in uniform cite former Commanding Officers as a paradigm for a good mentor.

It is acknowledged that this restriction places a narrower definition on mentoring than many authors. The authors also note that in practice, many junior officers will say that mentoring by their first commanding officer had the most profound impact on their career decisions and early understanding of “Big Navy” institutions and actions. The most common example being BUPERS (Bureau of Personnel) and the detailing (assignment) processes, respectively. While a junior officer’s first or possibly second commanding officer often has a disproportionate impact on their Navy career decisions, this paper prefers to use the term guidance from evaluating senior for this type of professional development. Specifically, it is career planning and goal setting.

As previously defined herein and elsewhere (Haggard et al., 2011), a mentor is a trusted counselor or guide who provides advice and considerations applicable to a decision or long-term objective. The authors do not place the restriction of the advice being positive. However, the information provided must be accurate and relevant for the mentor-mentee relationship to be effective. This provision necessitates that the mentor is a higher-level manager or executive with extensive experience in the same organization, career field, or subject area on the decision being considered by the mentee. Counter-intuitively, a mentor does not need a track record of success. Why? If the mentor upholds their end of the discussion, the burden of execution is with the mentee. To build self-belief, the mentee must understand that their success is due to their own efforts.
See Figure 2 below for an illustration of professional development opportunities for service personnel.

Figure 2. Depiction of five different means for providing professional development.

The benefit of self-belief is one of many associated with a healthy, effective mentor-mentee relationship. As previously described, mentorship can provide awareness and responsibility in the short term for achieving a task or longer term guidance for a better quality of service and/or transition to a post-military career. The mentor may also be able to open doors to otherwise out-of-reach opportunities.

The most challenging aspect of professional development is establishing the mentor-mentee association (Hunsinger, 2004). Often, to the junior professional, looking from the outside, the barriers to entry appear formidable. Fortunately, there are multiple available avenues. Based on our experience, the most promising avenue for establishing the mentor-mentee relationship is participation in a professional society. Why? First, the members all share a common interest. Second, members have a wide range of experience and expertise. Third, the members are invested in the health of the society and mentors see mentees as the next generation of the society’s leadership. Fourth, in-person interactions at society events can provide precise feedback on whether the mentor-mentee relationship is a good fit. Lastly, participation in a professional society allows for communication that would otherwise be precluded by more formal affiliations associated with an organizational chain of command or professional stature. It should be noted that membership in a professional society may be necessary to gain full benefit of their mentorship opportunities.

The authors now explain prospects and opportunities that should be avoided. Most critically, a person who could be in competition for the same professional goal is not a good mentor. The rationale is clear. In addition, a mentor should not be in a person’s chain of command, *i.e.* a direct or indirect senior-subordinate relationship. If a mentor were in their mentee’s chain of command, suggestions of alternatives would confound the line of authority. In addition, it would put the mentee in the untenable position of having their mentor formally evaluating their performance. At an absolute minimum, the restrictive nature of a command may block open, unfettered dialogue (Feldman, 1999). Thus, the authors conclude that a commanding officer cannot control all aspects of the efficacy of a command mentor program.

Any attempt to evaluate a commanding officer or senior enlisted advisor on their command’s mentorship program might only serve to corrupt the establishment of healthy, enduring mentor-mentee relationships. Commanding officers will become disenfranchised knowing that their performance will be judged on a criterion that they cannot
control. It is illogical for a commanding officer to order their personnel to have a mentor and the fluid nature of when a person could benefit from a mentor makes any assessment of a mentorship program highly subjective. The authors note that in the private sector, a person would not want to have their end-of-year performance review contingent on the actions of a person or organization that they cannot control. For example, have three articles published in a peer review journal. On the surface it sounds like a reasonable objective. However, the individual cannot control the editor’s review process.

In the authors’ view, what qualities does a good mentor possess? There are many related terms (Batty et al., 1999) and a few are listed below:

- Patient
- Supportive
- Interested
- Good listener
- Perceptive
- Aware
- Attentive
- Retentive

Just as it is important to know the qualities of a good mentor, it is critical to know what a mentor does not do. They should not dictate action; the burden of the decision and subsequent action rests with the mentee. In addition, they do not appraise an action. However, they may elicit aspects a self-assessment from the mentee.

A person may ask the following question – Can mentorship skills be taught? This paper asserts that the answer is yes. The necessary skills include techniques for effective questioning, active listening, explaining how there is no one right way to achieve a goal, and exploring the many different avenues to establish the relationship.

The authors conclude our exploration of mentoring by presenting the mentor’s and mentee’s responsibilities. In review, the mentor does not necessarily provide answers. He/she provides considerations or elicits considerations. Specifically:

- Although the mentor may not provide a particular answer, they may find that the demand for an answer is essential to cause the mentee to think, to examine, to look, to feel, to be engaged.
- The answers sought should be descriptive and not judgmental.
- A mentor can act as a “sounding board” without jeopardizing a person’s self-esteem.
- A mentor could energize their professional network when the mentee requires guidance outside their area of expertise or to gain an appreciation of alternative courses of action.
- A mentor may be able to diminish external obstacles; could also eliminate internal obstacles
- A mentor should not provide advice, per se. If they do and it fails, the mentee will often blame the mentor and the relationship may be inhibited.

The primary responsibility of the mentee is accountability for their thoughts and actions. Specifically:

- Be motivated and feel empowered to plan and manage the direction of a professional career.
- Take responsibility for their development, learning, and professional growth.
- Participate as an active listener when receiving guidance.
- Maintain confidentiality within the mentoring relationship.

**QUESTION-SET DATABASE CREATION**

A number of the reported issues with mentoring in the services today have been reaffirmed in the informal survey described below. Some of the most often cited are: reduced access due to ops tempos, lack of a broad selection of potential mentors and feelings of hesitancy in relating openly to another officer. The MentorPal project purports to address many of these issues (Davis, et al., 2018) by selecting insightful, articulate and engaging mentors, recording their advice in short video clips and presenting them to the mentees in a way that convincingly emulates a live conversation. This technique has proven useful in other context, e.g. counseling for PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder) patients (Rizzo, et al., 2012) and advising high school seniors of technical careers in the Navy (Beck, et al., 2018). The goal of the current project phase is to create a mentor panel of several officers who can respond to typed or voice-recognition audio questions on-line. It follows that the first priority would be to assemble a database of two question sets: “What do young officers ask mentors?” and “What should young officers ask mentors?”. One of the first issues to be aired was the dichotomy between the academics on the team and the Navy veterans on the
team as to where the greater repository of useful data would be found: Either from young officers or from seasoned officers who know what they “should have known?”. That issue is not fully resolved, but, as with all good teams, adherents of both views were open to contributions from both input streams.

The discussions above led to a six step process:

1. Input from young officer trainees
2. Review by senior officers, both active duty and retired
3. Input from the reviewing officers
4. Collation of a draft question set
5. An informal survey of > 100 seasoned officers and enlisted personnel
6. Use of questions in a group of four mentors, with concomitant logging of suggestion

The young officer trainees were Cadets from the United States Military Academy (USMA) in West Point. They met together and created a list long enough to be used. An interesting research thread may have been the reasoning behind certain questions they asked did and how might that further shape future training in those contexts. This process took on the order of two weeks and produced around 300 items. That number appeared sufficient for the “proof of concept” nature of the MentorPal project (Kaimakis et al., 2018), but it should be noted that a parallel project, New Dimension in Testimony (Artstein, 2017), that was focused on creating a conversational record of Holocaust survivors had a question set of closer to 1,500, as it was a production project for classroom and museum use.

The review of that question set by team members required a significant amount of editing, on the order of a staff-week. Some of it was correcting grammar and syntax, others included re-writing the questions into Navy terminology, e.g. an Army Division (~10 to 15 thousand) is three orders of magnitude larger than a Navy Division which often only a few tens of personnel in size. It was at this time that the difference in focus first really appeared, as the Cadets were more focused on becoming grounded in leadership identity, while the veterans were aware of the growth needed in the areas of Evaluation/Fitness Report drafting, relationships with “detailing officers,” and how to manage both up and down the chain of command.

A typical subset of these questions appears below in Figure 3:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>How has your work day changed over the course of your career?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Where did you have to relocate in your career, and how did that change things?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Where do you see yourself in 5 years and 10 years?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3. Typical Question Set from MentorPal Database**

Then, upon suggestions from the team veterans, both enlisted and officers, additional questions were added. Many of these had to do with commonly overlooked aspects of Naval service. They dealt with housing, moving, behavior at new commands, relationships with seniors and other topics not envisioned by the junior personnel. This broader sweep was also observed in the high-school student advising. Younger people often have not had enough life-experience to know what is important.

At that time, the team decided there was enough material to draft a complete set for presenting to the volunteer mentees. To create the videos, various command personnel were approached and were asked to nominate potential volunteer subjects for video-taping. These volunteers were selected by a manifest mentoring demeanor and engaging personality. A draft set of questions was collated and forwarded to them for their perusal. Despite the team’s experience that military personnel are among the very best story-tellers, the questions that were reported by the volunteers as being the most difficult were the ones that asked the mentor to “…tell a story about …”.
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There was a concern that the insights were limited because of the small number of officers on the team (two). There was no budget for a separate research project to formally ascertain Navy-wide attitudes, so one of the team members constructed an informal ethnographic poll to broaden the base of the question generation process. This survey was then offered to a range of officers of the team’s acuteness and took on the aspect of a “snowball” survey, i.e. each participant was asked to invite others to participate. In the end, there were 119 respondents, from all services and ranging in rank from E-5 to O-9, but the four Flag/General Officers directed specifically that their data NOT be included for reason they did not articulate. Several of those officers contributed significantly to the team’s insights and goal assessments outside of the format of the survey.

The survey was posted on line and about twenty of the officers military friends from the Navy and from the Marine Corps were informed of its presence and invited to participate. The “snowball” nature of the survey’s distribution resulted in input from all of the services. On its face, the survey contained a request for the participants to invite others they thought would have both insights and a willingness to contribute. Figure 4 below shows the first page of the survey and also shows the URL (http://www.hpc-educ.org/NavMnt/Survey/MentorrSurvey.htm), should any reader be inclined to opine. There are no current plans to take the site down, all input is valued, and the program monitoring the site alerts the authors via eMail when new data is entered.

The data collected was very useful in three ways:

- First, it largely confirmed the question set originally formulated by the authors and reaffirmed that their service experience was not atypical and was of significant interest to officers across three generations of Naval Officers through at least four distinctly named “War Eras.”: Korea, Vietnam, Afghanistan and Iraq.

- Second, the responses offered a few areas that the authors found very useful, but of which they had not personally thought. This allowed the inclusion of several new topics of interest and the addition of about 5% new questions to the original database.

- Third, it informed the language used to describe certain activities and approaches, as there is a frequent alteration in jargon and directive advice that needs to be honored in the questions and observed in the answers. A good example of this is the rapidly changing directives on how to handle sexual
harassment, abuse and assault and a plethora of new acronyms, e.g. SAPRO (Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Office) was a new term to some of the senior officers, now retired.

Before discussing the team’s use of the data, the authors want to reassert their position that this was not a fully-funded, carefully crafted and statistically valid survey intended to prove a particular thesis. It was an informal and ethnographic survey to provide the team with additional ideas for mentor questions. The data is presented to show the type of input that might be useful in future work directed to similar goals. The authors understand that those familiar with more formal uses of statistically validated surveys will find this approach antithetical to their more formal use. In this case, it was very useful and the authors, without urging its use in similar circumstances, feel they would be well-advised to report how effectively it contributed here.

Part of the survey was devoted to the review of questions mentors should answer. The authors also had a range of questions dealing with what a broader set of officers experienced with mentoring and how the term was used. As noted above, there were differing opinions as to whether a mentor could be a reporting senior in the mentee’s chain of command and there were questions as to how many had good mentors, via formal programs or spontaneously. Some of this data was sought via a Likert Scale like set of question, with the levels running along a range across Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree and Strongly Disagree (Allen & Seaman, 2007). Again, the utility sought was not to prove any thesis, but insightful input for the author’s use in designing a productive question set.

Table 1. Data Collected from an On-line Informal Survey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mentoring is important to developing leaders for the DoD.</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I received sufficient and high quality mentoring.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentoring was available to me when I needed it.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My best mentoring was delivered by a formal program.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New officers are best mentored by O-4s and above.</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentors’ time in service is more important than pay grade.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good mentors ask more questions than give specific advice.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The problem with mentoring is lack of mentee receptiveness.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being a good mentor is an inborn skill, not a learned method.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good potential mentors can be identified and selected.</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Red Bars Indicate Aprox. Median

This data was incorporated into the questions to be asked and four officers and one Senior Chief were interviewed for ~ 12 hours each:
- A Male Lieutenant, Surface Warfare Officer of a minority group NROTC Commission
- A Female Lieutenant, Surface Warfare Officer of a different minority group NROTC Commission
- A Male Lieutenant Commander, Aviation Officer of European Descent USNA Commission
- A Male Retired Captain, Surface Warfare Officer of European Descent USNA Commission
- A Male Senior Chief Petty Officer, an EOD specialist, who is Hispanic
Several of them contributed significantly to the question set with new suggestions or with validation inputs. Two of the recording sessions were done in person and two were done remotely, with the interviewer reading the questions from USC’s Institute for Creative Technologies which is located just North of Los Angeles Internationals Airport and the interviewees located elsewhere, one as far away as Upstate New York.

DATABASE VALIDATION

Following the lead of people who focus on measurements, (Doerr, 2018) the authors looked at a number of the overarching goals of the project. Then they considered the issues of what measures of validation in which contexts really mattered. A few of the major areas considered were:

- Capturing the issues foremost in the mentees mind
- Covering the issues the best Navy mentors felt important
- Reflecting important issues not conceived by either of the above
- Addressing future issue, unknown to any

Another set of goals was considered, albeit beyond the penumbra of this project. One can convincingly argue that the real validation of the question set would be:

- Increased performance
- Improved mission completion
- Extended personnel retention
- Improved quality of service
- Reduced casualty rates

While we all agree these are laudable metrics, they are way beyond the period of performance constraints of the current project. A longitudinal study would be useful but the decision needs to be made now (Rajulton, 2001).

Upon achieving a working consensus of those, the team then assiduously reviewed the question database looking for face validity in each of the identified areas. More rigorous validation techniques could have been applied, but the project was not funded at that level and the team decision was that the level of validation conducted was sufficient for this proof of concept demonstration.

ANALYSIS

As part of the analytic process for this project, the authors considered issues that they missed and were later added into the database.

This project focused on mentorship of junior officers (JOs). The primary way JO’s obtain information and guidance about the naval profession is through the experience of officers that have come before them. While the US Navy employs many informational programs focusing on procedural aspects of a naval career, maturity of formal mentorship programs is arguably lacking. While every command or naval activity is required to nominally institute a mentorship program, the authors have been told that oversight is sub-par, often given as a collateral duty, and subject to an activity’s operational or, if not operational, general work, tempo. The informal poll above does little to disabuse one of those conclusions. The authors see the virtual mentoring environment as an opportunity to gain initial professional knowledge and to suggest avenues to establish a formal mentoring relationship. The authors assert that the Navy’s current mentorship program is lacking, junior officers don’t know where to look for professional development. They conclude with suggesting a virtual mentoring environment as a helpful start.

In general, employing seasoned officers to provide experiential input provides this project data that otherwise might be compartmentalized to a certain command, community, or small group. Further, experiences oftentimes transition easily across communities. While a ‘sea story’ might be specific to an aviation experience, it is easy to visualize a similar experience occurring in a different community. In micro, personal experience highlights nuances that are not easily gleaned or understood if researchers are not directly part of the organization they are studying. By including naval officers in this study, researchers are accumulating and concentrating pointed data for use by any junior officer in any naval organization.

The more senior officers on the team recognize what the Cadet did not, e.g. writing is not the stuff of young officers’ dreams, but it is the hallmark of a good officer corps. One of the major challenges and, indeed deficiencies, junior
officers face is professional writing skills or lack thereof (Likaj, 2015). These officers will find themselves writing all types of professional documents throughout their career, most important of which are personnel evaluations and fitness reports. Lack of understanding on the gravity of these documents goes far beyond the writing. Little emphasis is given on the effect an officer’s words and the way they are conveyed has on the careers of themselves and, more importantly, their subordinates. Largely, these skills are developed through on-the-job training or worse simple observation, which, while important, means the officers are operating at a professional deficiency. Early intervention by more experienced officers, acting as mentors, can accelerate development of these skills as well as the understanding that the impact of a leader’s words can significantly impact the career of a subordinate.

Along with writing skills, junior officers will find themselves presenting material to all types of audiences early on in their careers. The ability to speak cogently, concisely, and specifically to their topics is essential to personal and professional development as an officer (Glaser, 1981). While some communities build this skill into training programs (e.g. aviation; flight briefs) many others do not and the personnel accept poor verbal communication as the modus operandi for young officers. Without proper focus from superiors on these skills, young officers run the risk of a chronic failure to convey and emphasize information. On a personal level, proper and professional speaking skills simply increase the likelihood of an officer being taken seriously. It is clear when mid-grade officers have not been given an emphasis on their speaking skills early in their career they suffer later.

Another issue JO’s overlook is the assignment process. Detailing is a constant ordeal while in the military. Early on in an officer’s career, there can be little interaction with the detailer. Indeed when it is time for an individual officer to approach their detailer about orders, it can be a daunting experience. Few know what questions need to be asked and what options they have. Good ‘front offices’ are responsible for some liaisons with detailers in order to give input as to where an individual should go. If a front office does not do this, then the individual is solely responsible for looking out for themselves. However, formal information does not do an appropriate job of preparing young officers for this possibility. Mentorship from superiors, usually mid-grade, pre-command officers can guide these junior officers and give them input as to how to interact with detailers and the specifics of the detailing process.

At all levels, an experienced officer leading a team is an invaluable resource to those working with or subordinate to them (Keegan, 2011). Their experiences show in how they handle the team and what skills they use to lead the team. Oftentimes the problems they are seeking to solve are not new. The value in this type of officer is that they can direct the team’s attention in specific areas that they know need to be the focus. This is a function of previous experience and is huge driver in the success of any team. A hypothetical team with inexperienced leadership can find itself exploring several different focus points that are not pertinent to the task at hand and not know it. This is simply a function of leadership without proper experience.

CONCLUSIONS

As this paper focuses more on relating the lessons learned from a development process than a formal investigation of a previously advance thesis, the conclusions match this theme.

A Question Data Set for a Virtual Human is a Multi-Phase Process

The time allotted for the creation of a question set on previous Virtual Conversation Projects was on the order of one and a half staff weeks or 60 staff hours. The authors most involved with the process think this is too small by a factor of two. While 60 hours may be sufficient for an initial first pass, at least that much time will have to be invested later to make the additional edits in content, language and formal directives. This should involve a thoughtful multiphase plan for:

- A “brain-stormed” initial draft
- A thoughtful review with seniors
- An edited and scrubbed updated cut
- A test-run during videotaping sessions
- A “final” revision based on mentor input

A Broad Range of Mentor Question Contributors was a Useful Strategy

Based on the authors’ own experience and on the responses from the survey, the authors assert that a broad range of Naval Personnel should contribute to a mentor program for the Navy. This bigger group makes the process longer
and it could make it more open to internal dissension, but is a necessary commitment to ensure the final question set is optimal. The reader should be aware that the times cited above were for a very small question set of less than 300 questions. Some efficiencies of scale would arise from a larger set, so one should not assume as 600 question set would take twice as long. The other side of that efficiency of scale insight is the reminder that more emotionally involved questions open to more disagreement among mentors might double the time suggested herein. As most of the officers are no longer on active duty, they did have to form a team in more informal environments than would be typical if they had still been in uniform. The authors’ can recommend to readers who likewise are not formally organized that there are many useful insights in the work of Professor Bruce Tuckman of Ohio State University (Tuckman, 1977).

**Mentor Models being Questioned are Good Sources of Enhanced and Enlarged Question Sets**

One of the best contributions of input came from the mentors being interviewed. This then suggest that the crew present at the interview should be at least two experienced people, preferable one of them should be a veteran who is both familiar with Navy Jargon and sensitive to civilian lack of familiarity with that jargon, e.g. Naval personnel refer to what civilians call “stairs” as “ladders.” A civilian unfamiliar with that usage would have an erroneous vision of what a Navy mentor means by saying: “If I were going up a ladder behind someone…” In addition, they might not know enough to ask for clarification. However, personnel cost are the most costly part of this technique and doubling the videotaping crew is a significant cost. Those conducting the interviews have found that they are fully tasked and hard pressed to monitor the interviewee’s language and to make notes of insights the interview has based on the interview process. A second person could relieve much of this intellectual over-load and to be a check for proper operation of the recording equipment.
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